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Access to Care

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Access to Care is becoming increasingly important in our office setting, especially for our older, frailer seniors.  All of health care is seeing a wider range of socioeconomic challenges that impact access to health care.  We are going to show you how your staff can address these issues, barriers, and solutions for improving access to care.  
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Learning Objectives

 The participant will be able to: 
• Explain access to care and potential barriers.
• Describe how health equity impacts access.
• Identify at least three social determinants of health related to how 

they impact access.
• Identify opportunities to improve access.
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Access to healthcare means having “the timely use of personal 
health services to achieve the best health outcomes.”  
(IOM, 1993)

Attaining good access to care requires three discrete steps:
1. Gaining entry into the healthcare system
2. Getting access to sites
3. Finding providers

Access to Care

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you see on the slide, access to care is defined as…(read definition)Gaining entry into the healthcare systemGetting access to sites of care where patients can receive needed servicesFinding providers who meet the needs of individual patients and with whom patients can develop a relationship based on mutual communication and trustAspects of a Successful Team: Strong work ethicUnderstanding of practice processes and protocolsSincere desire to help othersSeek opportunities to support your teamhttps://archive.ahrq.gov/research/findings/nhqrdr/nhdr11/chap9.html
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How Access to Care Is Measured

Ease of access to healthcare

Health insurance or a usual source of care

Presence or absence of specific resources for 
healthcare

Receiving needed care

Outcome measures related to access to care

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Access to care is both the responsibility of the health plan (SCAN) and the provider (you).  Our job is to ensure that our patients understand their benefits, how to access care, and where to go to get the needed care.  For example, a patient may have access to a healthcare provider, but the provider may not know about the patient’s condition or all the treatment options available to patients with that condition, or s/he may even recommend the wrong treatment.  Questions to ask ourselves: How do we help make it more user friendly for our patients to access care? Do your patients understand their benefits and how to access? Have we properly educated our patients? The HOS outcome measures tell us how we are doing related to our patients access to care.   How well are we meeting our patient expectations?https://archive.ahrq.gov/research/findings/nhqrdr/nhdr11/chap9.html
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Access to Care Impacts Outcomes/Measures

HOS

Falls

Urinary 
Incontinence

Mental Health

Physical Health

CAHPS 

Getting Needed 
Care

Getting 
Appointments 

and Care 
Quickly

Care 
Coordination

HEDIS

Annual 
Screenings 

A1C

Reduce 
Readmissions

Medication 
Reconciliation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are key areas that access to care impacts with our patients.  If you notice, with the CAHPS getting needed care, getting appointments quickly, and care coordination, directly impact how patients receive care with the HOS and HEDIS measures.  
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Transparent: We know what we are getting.

High-quality: We are getting the right care when we 
need it.

Affordable: We can afford to pay for the care we need.

Connected: Patient health information is available to all 
treating providers and patients.

Patient Activation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Patient activation is ensuring that patients have the knowledge, skills and confidence in managing their own healthcare.  Bare in mind, many factors influence patients level, or ability to manage their care.Issues that impact patients activation are: Transparent – Does the patient understand treatment, partnership expectations?  Does the patient understand the instructions/information we are providing? How do we ensure they understand? (teach back, written instructions, pictures, demonstrations)High quality – Are we meeting the patients’ expectations of care?  Do the patients trust that our office as providing the highest quality of care, with each patient, each time.  Are we consistent with our practices?  If we are not meeting their expectations of care, if they do not “trust” us, they will not come back.Affordable – Healthcare is expensive.  Is affordability a barrier to our patients coming in for treatment (PCP, specialist…)?Connected – If patients do not have access to providers and information, when they need it, they will not be activated to manage their care.People who have low levels of activation are less likely to play an active role in staying healthy. Patients with low activation levels are more likely to be hospitalized or to be re-admitted to hospital after being discharged.Intervening to increase activation can improve a patient’s engagement and health outcomes and is an important factor in helping patients to manage their health.Patient activation provides a unique measure of engagement and empowerment that can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of interventions and to measure the performance of healthcare organizations in involving patients in their own care.Note to speaker:Ask participants if they have questions about the list or if they would add additional items.
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Cultural Competence and Access

Cultural competence - Ability to effectively 
deliver healthcare services that meet the 
social, ethnic/cultural and linguistic needs of patients

Cultural competence is needed to provide care to 
patients with diverse values, beliefs and behaviors

Culturally competent healthcare improves patient 
access leading to improved health outcomes, increased 
respect and mutual understanding from patients and 
increased participation from the local community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cultural competence is a key component for successful patient activation.If we the providers do not understand the cultural needs and diversities of our patients, we will not be able to effectively deliver care in a manner that they can process, understand, accept and finally follow. The influence of culture on health is vast. It affects perceptions of health, illness and death, beliefs about causes of disease, approaches to health promotion, how illness and pain are experienced and expressed, where and how often patients seek help, and the types of treatment patients prefer.
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Barriers to Access to Care - Patient

 Doctors’ lack of responsiveness to patient concerns
• Other factors include:

– Costs
– Transportation
– Safety
– Low income/socioeconomic factors
– Age
– Gender
– Health literacy
– Lack of trust
– Activation into own healthcare

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask the question: What do you see in your practices as barriers for the patient to access care?The most common barriers to seeing a physician are the doctor’s lack of responsiveness to patient concernsPhysicians have the patients best interest at heart, but often do not include the patients in the management of their own care.  Using patient centered care, and keeping the patients needs, beliefs and desires at the forefront is key to patient activation, engagement in treatment, and adherence, ultimately improving patients’ access to care. Other factorsCosts – depending on patients benefit coverage they may or may not be able to afford treatment and medicationsNo supplemental insuranceTransportation – it often takes our patients extra time to arrange transportation, and transportation can be an additional cost barrier. Availability of services are limited (transportation, location)Safety –environmental (safety – street) – DME - Low income / socioeconomic factors – in additional to cost factors, socioeconomic factors can impact where a patient lives, which could further impede accessAge – as patients age other factors begin to impact access to care.  TransportationFrailer, weakerMore complicated medical conditionsMore set in their waysGender – Patient preference in MD gender could impact availability and access to care.  How different genders may be treated in the office could effect adherence Health Literacy – lack of understanding of medical language, processes, benefitsLack of trust – if patients do not trust the doctors office, they will NOT follow their treatment plansActivation into own health care – Knowledge + skills + confidence = patient activation
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Barriers to Access to Care - Office

 Basics
• Supply (how many available 

appointments
• Demand (how many 

patients needing 
appointments

• Capacity

 Inefficient design
 Poor Execution
 Confusing processes
 Communication – lack of 

understanding of patients’ 
needs

 Time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask the question: What do you see in your practices as barriers in the office for access to care?Access Problems can be Caused by a Number of FactorsAccess problems can be caused by inefficient design, waste, poor execution, inappropriate utilization of provider resources, shortage of physicians/providersInadequate capacity is not an excuse for inaction, and should result in a staged plan for improvement, including a focused effort to identify patient-centered alternatives to face-to-face visits. Once internal standards are met that are meaningful and achievable by each organization, a culture of continuous improvement should motivate further efforts, producing new national benchmarks.
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Access to Care – The Journey

Rob Earl Lijuan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a preview of an activity we will be doing later today.      We are going to take you on a journey of access to care.  Each of you were assigned a color, this is who you are for the journey.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reds you are RobReview Robs profile
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yellows you are EarlReview Earl profile
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blues you are LijuanReview Lijuan profile
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Remember Who You Are

 Your journey will begin soon.
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Health Equity
“… means that everyone has a fair 
and just opportunity to be healthier. 
This requires removing obstacles to 

health such as poverty, discrimination 
and their consequences, including 

powerlessness and lack of access to 
good jobs with fair pay, quality 
education and housing, safe 

environments and healthcare.”  

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes equity is confused with the term equality. They are both great concepts but this picture demonstrates the difference really well. As it shows here, it’s about not just giving everyone the exact same resources but distributing those resources according to need. The tall person doesn’t need more resources to access the view of the game, but the short person does need more resources to access the view. If we apply this to how we think about our members and their health, the principle is the very same.
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Health 
Equity

Differences in 
healthcare and health 
outcomes are closely 

linked with social, 
economic and 
environmental 
disadvantage

Related to race, 
ethnicity, language, 
gender, geography, 

genetics, 
socioeconomic status, 
level of education or 

behavior
Differences in health 

outcomes can be 
avoidable, unjust

and unfair

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Address slideAsk staff “what disparities do we see in our organization?”“what are we doing to help our patients understand healthcare, and how to navigate through our system?”“what are the barriers we see to health equity in our organization?”
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Working on health equity means:

A commitment to improving equity in health care outcomes

Understanding the links to disadvantage so we can 
overcome them

Ensuring people have full and equal access to opportunities 
that enable them to lead healthy lives (Healthy People 2020)

17

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Office staff have the ability to improve access to care by ensuring health equity in working with our patients.  Address points on slide
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Social 
determinants of 

health
80-90%

Clinical health
care 

10 – 20%

social determinants clinical health care
Source: County Health Rankings & Roadmaps 2015

Social Determinants of Health

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember the slide of barriers to access to care, there are similarities with barriers and social determinants of health.  Health equity is differences in the quality of health and health care across populations. One way to understand these differences is that the social, economic and environmental context in which we live shapes our advantage or disadvantage in relation to our health. We call this context that we live in, the social determinants of health. (Office of Minority Health, 2015). These are the factors that create the gaps in health between people.This can include things like, neighbourhood (cleanliness and walkability, access to green spaces, feeling safe, transport), and the built environment (stairs when you have a wheelchair), social support (how close your relatives and friends are), whether you have access to nutritious food, and whether you have safe and affordable housing, your language and literacy and  your culture, behavior. It is the context of a person that massively determines a persons ability to engage in their health and their health outcomes. It is a big misconception that as health providers and clinicians that we have the greatest impact on people’s health, because all the literature and probably your experience tells you otherwise. As you can see from the pie graph, clinical care accounts for a mere 10-20% of all heath outcomes, while social determinants (the context of the individual accounts for 80-90%. (source: County Health Rankings 2015). Factoring in these and their impact on the health of our patients is REALLY important. As we can all imagine, if you’ve got no house, taking your diabetes meds is kind of the least of your worries. We need to be thinking about these factors in our members lives when we’re working with them.
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Social Determinants of Health

• Employment
• Income
• Expenses
• Debt
• Medical Bills
• Support

Economic 
Stability

• Housing
• Transportation
• Safety
• Parks
• Playgrounds
• Walkability
• ZIP code/geography

Neighborhood 
and Physical 
Environment

• Hunger
• Access to healthy 

options
• Knowledge and/or 

access to community 
food banks

Food

• Social Integration
• Support systems
• Community engagement
• Discrimination
• Stress

Community and 
Social Context

• Literacy
• Language
• Early childhood
• Education
• Vocational training
• Higher education

Education

• Health coverage
• Provider availability
• Provider linguistic and 

cultural competency
• Access to high-quality 

care

Healthcare 
System

• Access to digital media
• Access to cell phones, 

internet and computers
• Digital literacy

Digital
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a variety of the SDOH.  This of course does not include everything, but it includes most of the challenges for social determinants of health.  Possible Activity:  Think about times in your life where SDOH may have impacted your access to care and other resources. Think about the patients that come in to your offices.  Identify some of the areas that your patients may face, and what can you do to help impact that.
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African 
Americans are 

at least 50 
percent more 

likely to die from 
heart disease or 

stroke.

Nationally, 
African 

American men 
live seven years 
less than other 
racial groups.

Male / Female 
Wage 

Differences.

Latinos are 45 
percent more 

likely to die from 
diabetes.

Why Is Health Equity Important?

► It impacts:
• Health
• Health outcomes
• Longevity and quality of live
• Ability to live healthy & independent lives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So why is Health Equity important? It’s important because it impacts on health, health outcomes and the longevity for our members.For example, we know that Latinos are more likely to die from diabetes than any other disease (this comes from the CDC).We also know that African American men live 7 years less than other racial groups and we know,That African Americans are at least 50% more likely to die from heart disease or stroke (these stats also come from the CDC).These are just a few of the reasons why it is important to know the demographics of our population and the impact that the social determinants around their health might be having. These impact our patients ability to live healthy and independent lives.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transition --- what can we do about it and how can we help
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The Complete Patient Experience

Patients 
moving 

seamlessly 
from check-in 

to clinical areas 
to check-out

Providers 
operating 
efficiently

Patients feeling 
respected and 

cared for
Focus on 
journey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The patient interacts with many touch points with the physician practice, some they see and others they do not. The goal is to create a seamless end-to-end experience. IDENTIFY TOUCH POINTS: Parking, patient portal, reception area, furniture, desk, magazines, kiosk, medical records, referring physicians, lab, doctors, nurses, medical equipment, and billing. The true patient experience goes far beyond giving patients what they say they want, or completing a checklist. In order to achieve high-quality patient experience there must be a simple approach to creating the seamless merging of the services provided by multiple individuals.Patient experience is about the design of the complete experience with every touch point before, during and after an episode of care. Patient experience focuses on their journey through the practice and it may not even be about the care they receive.  A well-designed experience begins with a service mentality, the patient is the reason we all have jobs. 
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Access to Care
No Journey Is the Same 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduction The JourneyNo two journeys are the sameWe are going to take you on a journey of access to care.  Each of you were assigned a color, this is who you are for the journey.  
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Remember Who You Are… The Journey

Rob Earl Lijuan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reds, you are RobYellows, you are EarlBlues, you are LijuanRob, Earl and Lijuan, you all have Diabetes.  You all have been hospitalized overnight because of a complication with Diabetes.  You are all being discharged from the hospital today.Each persona will experience an access to care journey that replicates real life situations.    
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will start our journey with Rob.  Show Rob PersonaAsk all blues stand up.  Facilitator will act as Rob, and pick a few other “Robs” to accompany them on the Journey.  Remaining “Robs” can sit downRemind attendees what their personas have, and what they don’t have along their Journey.Action: Go to discharge station (or pick out discharge card)
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Rob - Your Journey Begins at Discharge

 Things to do after discharge:
• Transportation home from 

the hospital
• Fill prescriptions
• PCP follow up
• Appointment with specialist

         
 

         
          
          

 
               

            
       

                  
       

 
        
   
     
       

Discharge Date:    Admission Date:    

Diagnosis 
Diabetes Mellitus 

 

 
Important things To Do 

To Do Provider Specialty - Location - Phone Date and Time or Interval 

 
 

 

Im a 
Ketone, 
M.D. 

Diabetes – 123 Scan Blvd. Suite 100 
Long Beach, CA 90806 (123) 
465-7890 

  Call now for 
appointment 

 
Diabetes Management 

You have Diabetes Type 2 
 
Diabetes is a condition in which the amount of glucose in the blood-called blood sugar-is too 
high. A main goal of managing your diabetes is controlling your blood sugar. By following these 
instructions you can learn how to control your blood sugar and delay or prevent complications. 
Insulin 
Insulin 70/30 5 Units SQ 30-45 minutes Before Breakfast 

Insulin 70/30 5 Units SQ 30-45 minutes Before Dinner 

Checking Your Blood Sugar 
You should test your blood before taking your insulin and/or your diabetes pills and before eating. Write your 
blood sugar results in your diary. Bring the diary with you to your doctor appointments. 
 
Goals for blood sugar: 
Before meals: 80-120 
After meals (2 hours after eating): 140-180 
Before bedtime**: 100-140 
 
**If your before bedtime blood sugar is less than 100, then eat a snack (1 glass milk or half a   Sandwich) 
 
If you have any questions or problems with your glucose meter, call the 1-800 number on the machine for 
advice. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator note: Give participant Discharge Instructions and have them read script Discharge InstructionsJourney begins at dischargeScript for Rob“My instructions are clear and concise.  I understand what I need to do. I’m going to go pick up my medicine from the pharmacy”Action: Drive yourself to the pharmacy
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Medication Adherence
 Rob is not clear at first so he 

asks the pharmacist for 
clarification.
• Two pills in the morning. 
• Two pills in the evening. 

 He’ll call the pharmacy or 
doctor if he has questions or 
any side effects.

Rob - Medication

2 tablets 
by mouth 
twice daily

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator note: Give participant pill instructions and have them read scriptScript for Rob:“Why do they make medication instructions so confusing?  I could read this a couple different ways. I’m going to talk to the pharmacist to get clarification.”PharmacyInstructions can be read different ways. Rob is comfortable talking to the pharmacist about his concerns. After speaking with the pharmacist, Rob is clear on how he should take his medicine.  After getting his prescription, he goes to his follow up appointment with his PCP.  Action: Drive yourself to the PCP
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Rob - PCP Follow-Up Appointment

Office Experience

Appointment

Treatment

Patient 
Activation/ 
Adherence

Referral to Specialist

Get labs taken in three weeks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator Note: Describe PCP visit, then have participant read scriptPCP Follow UpAppointmentHe arrives on time, completes all of his paperwork.  Treatment PlanHe talks with his doctor about his treatment plan, and what actions he needs to takeDoctor provides written instructions for exercise and dietary changes. Patient Activation / Adherence Rob agrees to follow the plan.  Referral to SpecialistRob receives a referral to see a specialist in 3 weeks.   Script for Rob: “The doctor talked to me about increasing my exercise and changing my diet.  The changes sound reasonable, so I plan to follow her instructions.  Luckily she wrote everything down to remind me what I’m supposed to do. Action: Drive yourself to the specialist
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Rob – Specialist

Specialist
Doesn’t 
Need a 

specialist

Lab Work Lab were 
drawn

Everything 
looks good

Follow up 
Instructions

Make 
appointment 

with PCP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator Note: Describe specialist visit then have participant read script. SpecialistRob arrives at the Specialist office.  It was not necessary for Rob to see the specialist, but the do his labwork while he is there	Lab results look good. Unnecessary visits lead to high resource utilization, and higher costs (Rob and system).  Unnecessary visit wasted Rob’s time, the Specialist’s time, and may have denied someone else access who needed it more.Could impact Rob’s satisfaction, which could impact our 5 Star Scores  Script for Rob: “I’m a little frustrated that I got to the specialist and they told me I didn’t need the appointment.  They did take my bloodwork and said that everything looked good.  I’ll follow-up with my doctor next month. Action: Rob’s Journey is overWhat is Rob’s Experience? What is Rob’s Satisfaction?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will start our journey with Earl.  Show Earl’s PersonaAsk all Yellows to stand up.  Facilitator will act as Earl, and pick a few other “Earls” to accompany them on the Journey.  Remaining “Earls” can sit downRemind attendees what their personas have, and what they don’t have along their Journey.Action: Go to discharge station (or pick out discharge card) 
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Earl - Your Journey Begins at Discharge

         
 

         
          
          

 
               

            
       

                  
       

 
        
   
     
       

Discharge Date:    Admission Date:    

Diagnosis 
Diabetes Mellitus 

 

 
Important things To Do 

To Do Provider Specialty - Location - Phone Date and Time or Interval 

 
 

 

Im a 
Ketone, 
M.D. 

Diabetes – 123 Scan Blvd. Suite 100 
Long Beach, CA 90806 (123) 
465-7890 

  Call now for 
appointment 

 
Diabetes Management 

You have Diabetes Type 2 
 
Diabetes is a condition in which the amount of glucose in the blood-called blood sugar-is too 
high. A main goal of managing your diabetes is controlling your blood sugar. By following these 
instructions you can learn how to control your blood sugar and delay or prevent complications. 
Insulin 
Insulin 70/30 5 Units SQ 30-45 minutes Before Breakfast 

Insulin 70/30 5 Units SQ 30-45 minutes Before Dinner 

Checking Your Blood Sugar 
You should test your blood before taking your insulin and/or your diabetes pills and before eating. Write your 
blood sugar results in your diary. Bring the diary with you to your doctor appointments. 
 
Goals for blood sugar: 
Before meals: 80-120 
After meals (2 hours after eating): 140-180 
Before bedtime**: 100-140 
 
**If your before bedtime blood sugar is less than 100, then eat a snack (1 glass milk or half a   Sandwich) 
 
If you have any questions or problems with your glucose meter, call the 1-800 number on the machine for 
advice. 
 

Things to do after discharge:
• Noitatropsnart home from the 

hospital
• Fill snoitpirscerp
• PCP follow up
• Tnemtnioppa with tsilaiceps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator note: Give participant Discharge Instructions and have them read script Discharge InstructionsInstructions are confusing – Attendees have to figure out what the words say.  Health literacy issues and mental health issues impact his understandingScript for Earl: “I get nervous and confused at the doctors. The words get jumbled up.”Action: Find Transportation to the pharmacy.
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Transportation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transportation the Pharmacy – BusHe finds the appropriate bus route to the pharmacy.  The trip has 1 bus transfer and takes 30 minutes one way.  Action: Go to pharmacy
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Earl - Medication

Medication Adherence
 Earl doesn’t understand but 

does not want to admit it so he 
does not ask any questions.

 He takes two tablets a day for 
a about two weeks, missing a 
few doses here and there.

 He takes both pills in the 
morning because it is easier to 
remember.

 After two weeks, he forgets to 
take any more.

2 tablets 
by mouth 
twice daily

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator Notes: Give participant pill instructions and have them read scriptScript for Earl:“I don’t like taking pills.  I’m not sure about the instructions, but I don’t want to ask because they will think I’m stupid.”PharmacyHealth literacy issues and mental health issues impact his understanding, but he does not want to admit it, so he does not ask any questionsHe takes 2 tablets a day for a about 2 weeks, missing a few doses here and thereHe takes both pills in the morning, because it is easier to rememberAfter 2 weeks, he forgets to take any moreAction: Find Transportation to the PCP.
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Transportation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transportation to the PCP – BusHe finds the appropriate bus route to his PCP, the trip only takes 25 minutesAction: go to PCP
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Earl– PCP Follow Up Appointment

Office Experience

Appointment

Treatment

Patient 
Activation/ 
Adherence

Specialists

Planned to call from a friend’s 
house, but forgot

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator Note: Describe PCP visit, then have participant read scriptPCPAppointmentEarl arrives at his doctors office.Front office staff informs him that they tried to reach him, but they didn’t have a phone number for him.  The doctor had an emergency and all of the appointments were canceled for the afternoon. Front office staff tells Earl to call tomorrow to make an appointment.  Treatment PlannonePatient Activation / Adherence Earl plans to call the office tomorrow from a friend’s house, but he forgot Referral to SpecialistnoneScript for Earl:“I hate doctors.  They made me make this appointment and now they say I have to come back another day. I will have to call tomorrow from Jimmy’s house.” Action: Earl gets lost in the system…. Earl goes to Limbo. 
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Limbo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 LimboEarl (attendees) stay in Limbo for the remainder of the journey.Discussion: What is going to happen to Earl
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Lijuan PersonaRemind attendees what their personas have, and what they don’t have along their Journey.Action: Go to discharge station (or pick out discharge card)
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Lijuan - Your Journey Begins at Discharge

         
 

         
          
          

 
                

              
    

                   
      

 
        
   
     
       

Discharge Date:    Admission Date:    

Diagnosis 
Diabetes Mellitus 

 

 
Important things To Do 

To Do Provider Specialty - Location - Phone Date and Time or Interval 

 
 

 

Im a 
Ketone, 
M.D. 

Diabetes – 226 Quas Enim. Clari 426 
Urna Augue, EA 69101 (806) 
188-9412 

  Call  rem hic 
ottomanicum 

 
Diabetes Management 

You have Diabetes Type 2 
 
Gloriose id a contraxit si autem est caedis te kominem te hic magni-libere arcui porro-si leo amet. 
A eius erat et utramque quam absentia mi securitatis nunc autem magna. Ex ultricies ipsam 
malevolentia sed nam minus quo si plateas quos atque neque nec porta me eventum 

 Insulin 
Insulin 70/30 5 Units SQ 32-79 troiano Veniam Breakfast 

Insulin 70/30 5 Units SQ 32-79 troiano Veniam  Dinner 

Checking Your Blood Sugar 
Per humani iste quam sequi mutare agitur modo levitas sed/ab unde oratione nihil eos contra lapide. Animi 
vero morbi assum termino et quae facer. Metus est magni nisi nec te quod ordine abrennuntiat. 
 
Dolor dui omnis augue: 
Mutuum proin: 56-000 
Totam ipsam (7 saepe animi tantae): 839-936 Landem reddite**: 239-927 
 
**Te urna haeret perltum mirum massa et duis iure 192, eget dui a error (5 netus iste ac ullo a   Absentem) 
 
In eos esse sem naturalem ad terrenos nisi unde opponat class, iste aut 8-813 caduca ad dis 
spirans est daniae. 

 Signum te eu liber respectum :
• Exprobrationis unde diam

est disponit
• Elit praeiudicatum
• MUS Sancli Ab
• Instrumentu odit Intulerunt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discharge Instructions #1Instructions are in a different language Give participant Discharge Instructions and have them read script Script for Lijuan:“I don’t understand”Action:  Find a Translator
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Translation ServicesGive participant Discharge Instructions Action: Lijuan gets new instructions
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Lijuan - Your Journey Begins at Discharge

 Things to do after discharge:
• Transportation home from the 

hospital
• Fill prescriptions
• PCP follow up
• Appointment with specialist

         
 

         
          
          

 
               

            
       

                  
       

 
        
   
     
       

Discharge Date:    Admission Date:    

Diagnosis 
Diabetes Mellitus 

 

 
Important things To Do 

To Do Provider Specialty - Location - Phone Date and Time or Interval 

 
 

 

Im a 
Ketone, 
M.D. 

Diabetes – 123 Scan Blvd. Suite 100 
Long Beach, CA 90806 (123) 
465-7890 

  Call now for 
appointment 

 
Diabetes Management 

You have Diabetes Type 2 
 
Diabetes is a condition in which the amount of glucose in the blood-called blood sugar-is too 
high. A main goal of managing your diabetes is controlling your blood sugar. By following these 
instructions you can learn how to control your blood sugar and delay or prevent complications. 
Insulin 
Insulin 70/30 5 Units SQ 30-45 minutes Before Breakfast 

Insulin 70/30 5 Units SQ 30-45 minutes Before Dinner 

Checking Your Blood Sugar 
You should test your blood before taking your insulin and/or your diabetes pills and before eating. Write your 
blood sugar results in your diary. Bring the diary with you to your doctor appointments. 
 
Goals for blood sugar: 
Before meals: 80-120 
After meals (2 hours after eating): 140-180 
Before bedtime**: 100-140 
 
**If your before bedtime blood sugar is less than 100, then eat a snack (1 glass milk or half a   Sandwich) 
 
If you have any questions or problems with your glucose meter, call the 1-800 number on the machine for 
advice. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discharge Instructions #2Have participant read script for new Discharge InstructionsNew instructions are clear.  Lijuan and her daughter understand what she needs to do.Script for Lijuan:“The nice man explained what the paper says. I need to go get my pills. My daughter will know what to do next.”Action: Find a family member for transportation to the pharmacy.
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Transportation - Family

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transportation to the Pharmacy- FamilyAction: Go to pharmacy
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Medication Adherence
 Daughter is in a rush so she 

doesn’t talk to the pharmacist.
 She gives Lijuan two pills a 

day.
• One in the morning.
• One in evening.

Medication

2 Lorem 
ipsum

dolor sit 
amet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator Notes: Give participant pill instructions, and have them read scriptScript for “Lijuan”  “I don’t know what the bottle says. My daughter takes care of me.  She picked up my pills and told me to take 1 in the morning and 1 pill at night.” PharmacyDaughter is in a rush, so she doesn’t talk to the pharmacist.  She assumes she understands the instructionsGives Lijuan 2 pills a day1 in the morning1 in eveningAction:  Find a family member for transportation to the PCP.
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Transportation - Family

45

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transportation to the PCP – Family Daughter takes Lijuan to PCP after she drops her granddaughter off at schoolAction: Go to PCP
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PCP Follow Up Appointment

Office Experience

Appointment

Treatment

Patient 
Activation / 
Adherence

Specialist

Labs Vision Hearing DME

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator Note: Describe PCP visit, then have participant read scriptPCPAppointmentDaughter had to drop granddaughter off at school and hand trouble with the wheelchair…. Arrived lateDaughter thinks translators are unnecessary, that’s why she is thereAppointment was rushedTreatment PlanDaughter disagreed with treatment planThinks Mother is too old to exerciseFeels doctor is “judging” her mom’s diet (takes offense)Patient Activation / Adherence Daughter does not plan to do anything differentlyDaughter tells Lijuan everything is fineReferral to SpecialistLabHearing VisionDMEScript for Lijuan:“My daughter does so much for me.  She seemed irritated with the doctor, but she said everything is fine.”Action: Find transportation to Specialist
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Transportation - Family

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Action: Go to Specialist
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Specialist

Specialist DME Vision Hearing

Lab Work Lab were 
drawn

Complications 
from Med 

Adherence

Follow up 
Instructions

Re-
hospitalization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator Note: Describe specialist visit then have participant read script. SpecialistAt the specialist, Lijuan gets her labs drawnHer A1C levels are dangerously highShe is admitted to the hospitalHer other issues and specialist requirements are postponedHearingVisionDMEAction: Lijuan’s Journey begins againIs this realistic and did we talk to the daughter and explain everything?
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Discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Table discussion 5 minutes – 1 person from each group report out What was the most striking or impactful learning from this exercise? Why did that impact you that way? Now, what can YOU do about improving access to care?  
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Opportunities to Improve Access - Appointments

Chronic care management appointments

Extend appointment time for seniors, or other patients 
with SDOH that impact access

• Transportation
• Direct referrals

Geographic considerations for future appointments.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chronic Care Management- Patients with multiple chronic conditions may need more than one appointment to address each condition, and/or, may need additional time during an appointment to discuss how the conditions interact with each other. Extended Appointments – Older patients, or patients with other SDOH may need extended appointment times to cover all topics in a manner where the patient can understand, and process all of the information needed for their care (do they need pictures, charts, written instructions, larger print, etc)Future Appointments – Scheduling appointments while the patient is still in the office helps to ensure patients come back to see us, and engage with their healthcare. Location – Keep the patients location and access to transportation in mind as you schedule future office visits, referrals and specialist appointments. Home visits, House calls,  and TeleHealthWhat can we do to improve access to care for our patients? 
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Opportunities to Improve Access - Communication

Highlight and prioritize information.

Provide clear instructions, both verbal and written.

Use sixth to eight grade reading level or below.

Provide patient education in patients’ language.

Avoid use of family translation.

Use interpreter/translation services (free benefit from 
SCAN).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“What can we do to improve access to care for our patients? Instructions –  Provide both verbal and written instructions. Use “living room” languageask for teach backuse pictures, diagramsMaps when sending to other locationsdemonstrationsEducation –  Provide education in a simple and easy to understand way.  Use patients primary language. Keep it Simple.  As above, use other methods to teach or demonstrateLanguage – SCAN has an translation service available. Speak to the patient, not the interpreter.  Not only phone translator, office translator is available as a benefit through SCAN and can be scheduled to go to appointments. 
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Opportunities to Improve Access – General

What are your thoughts?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be aware of patient benefit coverageWork with transportation companies to ensure patients make it to the appointmentEducation materials in primary language of patient populationCommunity Resources Available
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What Can I Do? Post It

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CategoriesOpportunities to improve communicationOpportunities to improve appointmentsOpportunities to improve general care
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Health equity
Social 

determinates 
of health

Transparency Resources Access 

Call to Action

How does access 
connect with 

HEDIS, HOS and 
CAHPS?

What can we do to 
level set seniors’ 

expectations of good 
health? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add resource information – Aunt Bertha (community database provided to all SCAN members and providers) and any other resources that we reference
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